
Featherstone's
Farewell Flowers

Natural - Seasonal - Sustainable



Our seasonally inspired, naturalistic arrangements use sustainably grown
flowers and environmentally friendly, biodegradable materials, making them

perfect for those who had a love for nature and the outdoors. 
 

Committed to sustainability, we do not use floral foam in any of our
arrangements. Instead, we rely on natural, compostable, or reusable

materials that allow for greater creativity and a more organic and natural
aesthetic. 

Beautiful, Seasonal tributes

As all our arrangements are completely foam and plastic free they are
perfectly suited to natural and green burials.   

Natural Burials



At Featherstone's, we understand that losing a loved one is a difficult
time, and we believe that the flowers used in a funeral should be as

individual and special as the person being remembered. That's why we
specialise in creating bespoke and beautiful funeral arrangements that

reflect the individuality and personality of your loved one. 

As part of our unique approach, you are welcome to visit the farm to
choose the types of flowers you would like to be included in
arrangements. We love to incorporate personal items, from a

favourite trug for an avid gardener, to a deck of cards for a keen
bridge player. 

UNIQUE AND INDIVIDUAL

ONGOING MEMORIES

We offer a variety of options including incorporating bulbs and plants into
arrangements which are perfect to plant in your garden as a special

memory. This can also include posies within the arrangement to give to
friends and family following the service.

 For green burial sites we often add wildflower seeds within the
biodegradable moss bases, which naturally scatter and flower for years to

come. 



Contact Us

Featherstone's English Flower Co.
Stockbridge, Hampshire 

01264 302980
info@featherstoneflowers.co.uk

testimonials

"I just wanted to say how beautifully arranged the casket piece for my
dad was. Everyone commented on it at the funeral and loved his tennis
racket incorporated and how they could take posies home with them
too. It seems such an unlikely event to gain such joy from this, but the

naturalistic appearance, scent and props combined to give a little
special glimpse of his personality and character. That really made for a

talking point and was hugely comforting to me because I knew it
reflected nature and was seasonal which was so important for my Dad.

Thank you to you and your team for making it so special.”

 “....the most natural arrangement which looked like it had been
plucked from the woodland floor- my Grandmother would have been
delighted. The flowers from the funeral were then lovingly planted in
the garden as a lasting memory- It was wonderful to be offered this

option...." 

"Thank you for the absolutely beautiful arrangement of country
flowers you made for my Dad's Casket.

It was the most beautiful send off and your flowers made it even more
perfect.”



FULL CASKET ARRANGEMENT

Crafted for adorning the casket, a full and abundant display within your
selected colour scheme, featuring the finest blooms offered by the current

season.

From £100 per foot for a moss based design.
From £120 per foot for designs including posies or planted material within
the design - easily removed to decorate the wake or to give to family and
friends. 

SHEAF
A flat-backed bouquet of flowers hand-tied at the base These can be laid on

top of the casket or beside it. These make lovely additional tributes from
family and friends.

Small (50cm) £50; Medium (70cm) £80; Large (90cm) £120

Moss on a hand woven willow frame supports this traditional tribute which
represents the circle of eternal life. Using a variety of foliage and an array of

seasonal flowers this natural arrangement can be displayed on, or close to the
casket for a heartfelt tribute to any loved one. 

From £80 for 14 inch diameter 
From £120 for 20 inch diameter 

WREATH

WILLOW HEART

A hand-woven willow heart from our local willow maker interwoven with a
light decoration of foliage and flowers. 

From £45 

info@featherstoneflowers.co.uk

Pricing Guide



We offer a range of floral installations and decorations, including vases of
flowers, large urns arrangements and more. Please speak to us if there is

anything else you would like.

BASKET OF BLOOMS

A generous, overflowing basket of seasonal flowers which can be placed
on top of the casket or beside it. Easily repurposed for gift posies or wake
decoration. Baskets can be hired, included as part of the arrangement, or

we can utilise your own to add a more personal element. 
From £150

VENUE DECORATIONS

We carefully deliver direct to your chosen undertaker or funeral home,
within 50 mile radius of Stockbridge, Hampshire. 

Items can also be collected from the barn. 

DELIVERIES

If you have any other ideas you would like included please do give us a
call to chat them over. 

BESPOKE ITEMS

THE NEXT STEPS

Please give us a call or an email to find out more or to order any
arrangement. 

01264 302980


